We were excited to read the recent article by Hong & Zhang "Simulation analysis for tumor radiotherapy based on three-component mathematical models".
This is a topic that deserves much attention, as mathematical predictions of treatment response may ultimately help personalize radiation dose and dose fractionation. Although intuitive and well-supported by literature, we found that none of these conclusions were warranted by the presented results and analyses. In fact, we would like to point out selected discrepancies and inaccuracies with regards to these specific claims, in addition to several discrepancies in the mathematical formulation of their model. parameters. Model parameterization is, however, unclear. Table 1 contains "partial parameters for the model" and refers to a bioRxiv preprint (the reference should have been updated to the highly cited final article published in PLoS Computational Biology 6 ).
These parameters, however, were calibrated to simulate total Table 1 were used. Rigorous model and parameter analysis are missing.
Therefore, individual simulation results may be mere model artifacts.
The authors did, however, vary the initial volume of quiescent cells in the tumor population to investigate the impact of the quiescent population size on tumor growth and on treatment outcome. We must disagree with Hong & Zhang's claim that " it can be concluded that the initial volume of quiescent cells impacts the process of radiotherapy
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